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LANGUE VIVANTE II                                                                             Epreuve du 1er groupe 

ANGLAIS 
 

ANSWER  KEY 
 

A. READING COMPREHENSION (8 marks) 
 

 
A. 1. The best title for the text is:                                             (1 mark) 

b. Racism on the rise 
 

 
B. 2 .Give the paragraph numbers corresponding with these ideas.  (2 

marks) 
 
 

C. Ideas D. Parag numbers 

The need for action Par: 3 

Recurrent racist acts on social media Par: 2 

Racism, a hidden sickness Par: 1 

Social media, safe and efficient tools for racists Par: 2 
 

 

A. 3. Identify 4 players who have been the victims of racism : (2 marks) 
Raheem Sterling ;  Romelu Lukaku ; Paul Pogba ; Marcus Rashford 
 
 
B. 4. Two institutions are accused of not doing enough to protect players. Identify them:  (2 

marks) 
 
Football Association (FA)         ;      Twitter 

 

C. 5. Identify in the last paragraph, the impact of Kick It Out’s actions: (1pt) 

(Twitter) it had taken action against more than 700 incidents of abuse related to British football 

 
II. LINGUISTIC AND COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE   (6 marks) 

 

 

F. Complete the paragraph below by putting the verbs in brackets in the correct 
tenses.           
 (1.5 marks) 

 

The world is unfair! For years now, black African players 6. have always been among 

the best in European football leagues. Except George Weah (the current Liberian president) 

who once 7. won the France Football Golden Ball after outstanding performances in the past, 

no other African player has received such a distinction. It’s high time the UEFA 8. recognized 

them as deserving nominees.         

 
 

G. Complete the dialogue between a journalist and Papi – a black professional 
football player in “La ligue 1”. Do NOT repeat the text!     
  (2.5 marks) 
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Journalist: Hi, Papi! How’re you doing? 

Papi: Could be better! 

Journalist: Is 9 anything wrong?  

Papi: Sure! African players are often 10 insulted on the pitch (or coherent and correct 

answer) 

Journalist: Has there been any official reaction against those incidents? 

Papi: Of course, but more needs to  be done 

Journalist: Like what? 

Papi: 11  FA should be aggressive against racist fans and players(or coherent and correct 

answer) 

Journalist: Thanks for your time 

Papi: Sure!  

 
H. Complete the following text with the right forms of the words in brackets.    (2 marks) 

 
 

 

Racism in football must be 12.abolished. If this continues, talented black players will lose    

13. motivation. Everybody knows that they are among the 14.best in the world. Senegal’s 

Sadio Mané is an example as his exceptional 15 achievement last year were not rewarded at 

all by the European football organization. 

 
 

I. WRITING:  (6 marks) 
 

Coherence and Cohesion: 2 marks  Accuracy:   2 marks 
Organization:   1 mark  Originality:  1 mark 

 


